Supllier Associate Membership
The Dutch Association of Craft Brewers (CRAFT) is founded in 2003 and has grown out until the biggest
cooperation of breweries in The Netherlands. Our (over 170) members are all entrepreneurs who are
concerned with the development, production and selling of craftbeers.
Our members and suppliers in the branche experience they are operating in a growth market. The market
of craft beers in the Netherlands is booming. The consumption of pilsner reduces for many years now and
at the same moment there is a strong (national and international) demand for local craft beers.
To give suppliers a chance to increase their involvement in the Dutch brewers branche, CRAFT
introduced a Supplier Associates Membership. Following the example of our English sister-organisation
SIBA, this membership will bring great benefits to suppliers.

Content membership

Price* Remarks
Searchable list with suppliers. This tool
will be published on the CRAFT website
and will be used by breweries to find
suppliers. See example on website SIBA.

Entry in the digital CRAFT-guide with CRAFT
suppliers.

Use of the associate mebership CRAFT logo by
your company.

Against member conditions (by one person)
participate in CRAFT events and acces to the
public part of the assembly of members.

€550

Receive newsletter and relevant market
information (CRAFT index).

Participate in CRAFT committees and working
groups.

At the invitation of the board.

Optional (exclusively for Associate Members)

Price

Remarks

Clickable logo on the CRAFT homepage.

€250

Visible for three months at
www.craftbrouwers.nl.

Publish your advertorial on the website.

€350

CRAFT allows a maximum of 1
commercial message on the website per
week.

€550

A request for a commercial mailing will be
judged by the board and CRAFT allows a
maximum of 1 commercial article per
newsletter.

Commercial article in CRAFT newsletter.

* The membership contribution concerns an annual rate. In accordance with the articles of association,
the membership must be terminated not later than 1 december in advance of the next year.

